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Summary

Penwith District Council led a partnership to carry out a major town centre regeneration project in the historic port of Hayle.
The project was based on the Heritage Lottery Fund Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI) Programme and it funded works to
restore and reuse derelict, underused and run down buildings and street spaces in the historic commercial areas of the town.

The principal element of the project –the regeneration of the Foundry Farm complex at Harvey’s Foundry –was completed
as the first phase. This accounted for almost 50% of the total project value and comprises craft workshops and live-work
units. Foundry Farm subsequently won two awards and the Harvey’s Foundry Trust is now developing Phase 3 regeneration 
works.  The Trust is also supporting a local archive that is currently based in another improved building.  Nearby, White’s 
Warehouse was also been completely refurbished and is fully occupied. The creative sector is strongly represented in the
new accommodation in these developments. Complementary public realm works at Foundry Lane and Foundry Square have
also been completed.

Although take up of grants by private owners for refurbishing historic buildings in the remainder of the town was initially
slower, the latter part of the scheme has seen significant improvements at Copperhouse –in particular at the focal point of
the Old Cinema, now St George’s Hall.  Several other owners also undertook works at their own expense. Public realm
improvements have been carried out at Copperhouse using Liveability funding separate from the Hayle Townscape project.
Hayle looks more attractive, cared-for and invested-in, which has generated more confidence in its economic future.

The overall project value increased from £4.1m to £4.7m as a result of higher contributions than originally budgeted from
the private sector, highway authority and Penwith DC (the accountable body). Targets for jobs and sales, originally set from
formulae developed for the wider south-west region, proved un-achievable here in the far west of Cornwall, where the
economy is fragile and businesses are generally small in scale. However, 24.5 new full time jobs were created, as were 62
temporary construction jobs, and 31 jobs were safeguarded. Business occupying premises grant-aided by the project
achieved safeguarded and newly created sales amounting to over £1.23 million. The uplift in the wider economy of Hayle is
estimated to amount to at least 52 new and safeguarded jobs, and £1.2 million of net additional GDP safeguarded and
created. It had been hoped that plans for the regeneration of the harbour area would have progressed faster than has been
the case, which would certainly have boosted the outputs of this scheme.

btapper
Text Box
The Hayle Townscape scheme was carried out by Penwith District Council, and concluded before local government re-organisation resulted in the formation of Cornwall Council in April 2009.
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The heritage outputs of the scheme have been especially successful, with best conservation practice employed to restore
nationally and internationally important listed buildings at risk. The continuing conservation of the historic buildings of the
Harvey's Foundry complex has been given a tremendous boost by the repair of Foundry Farm, which was in an advanced
state of dereliction. The buildings grant-aided in the scheme have been repaired and regenerated and are in good economic
uses, while also promoting further conservation work in the town. Hayle Townscape was an excellent training ground for
conservation skills and its potential as an exemplar of good practice is considerable.

Confidence in Hayle has certainly risen during the project lifetime. Penwith DC has provided robust support for community
planning and regeneration activity, which is thriving. The regeneration of the harbour area, for which considerable public
and private finance is available, will build strongly on the foundations and quality design values laid by Hayle Townscape
Scheme. Planning applications are currently in process, and once determined it is hoped that progress will be swift.
Prospects for the wider regeneration of Hayle remain good despite the economic downturn.
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Introduction

Penwith District Council led the partnership and acted as accountable body to carry out a major town centre regeneration
project in the historic port of Hayle. Hayle Townscape is modelled on the Heritage Lottery Fund Townscape Heritage
Initiative (THI) Programme, which involves the establishment of a Common Fund from which heritage related physical
improvement works are grant aided. Hayle THI is funding works to restore and reuse derelict, underused and run down
buildings and street spaces principally in the historic commercial areas of Foundry and Copperhouse.

Project Objectives

The project objectives were:

 the continuing regeneration of Harvey’s Foundry 

 Significantly reduce the number of historic buildings at risk
 Promote the sustainable re-use of vacant or under-used floorspace in historic buildings
 Repair or reinstate historic shopfronts
 Repair damaged architectural features or reinstate lost features
 Repair or enhance historic street surfaces and furniture in key places around the town's conservation area
 Safeguard existing jobs
Generate work opportunities through using traditional building skills in the repair and refurbishment of historic buildings
 Promote creation of new long term jobs
 Promote local traditional building trade skills and materials
 Promote opportunities for education and training in local traditional building skills and materials

 Promote awareness of historic buildings and places and the freely available advice about their care and protection
 Promote awareness of sustainable conservation, construction and lifestyles
 Promote awareness of Hayle's history and unique industrial heritage
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 Promote awareness of the evolution of Hayle's built environment

The project comprised:

Directly contracted works to a range of derelict Listed Buildings in the Harvey’s Foundry complex fronting Foundry Lane, 
in order to realise Phase 2 of the Harvey’s Foundry masterplan, bringing the derelict Foundry Farm complex back into 
use as workspace and affordable housing.  On completion the farm buildings were passed over to the Harvey’s Foundry 
Development Trust for ongoing management. Guinness Trust manages the live-work units.

 A system of grants to owners of privately owned historic buildings and forecourts to facilitate substantial restoration and
enhancement works especially to main road frontages. Priority buildings were those in commercial use, landmark
community buildings and buildings that were derelict and could be restored to employment generating or tourism related
uses.

 Top up capital funding for public realm enhancement works to provide distinctive features such as iron railings and
traditional surfaces of granite or slate, over and above normal highways standard.

 Administrative support and added value marketing, education and training activities.

Hayle Townscape commenced on 1 July 2004 and financial completion was on 31 October 2008.

Methodology

This report has been prepared at the request of Penwith District Council by Cornwall Enterprise, Cornwall County Council’s 
economic development service. It compares the original project profile as set out in the Hayle Townscape Heritage Initiative
Heritage Lottery Find Stage 2 Bid and English Heritage HERS Phase 2 Action Plan March 2003 and Additional Appendices of
July 2003 (SWERDA outputs) and December 2003 (ERDF outputs) with the actual achievements. It also includes
commentary on recommended actions that were included in the interim monitoring and evaluation report of October 2007.
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Proposed Project Expenditure

This profile is taken from the original Business Plan.

Activity Detail Contribution £s

Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 (from THI Common Fund) 2,000,000

Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 (Guinness Trust contribution) 480,376

Third party grant scheme (from THI Common Fund) 532,500

Third party grant scheme (estimated owner contributions) 491,500

Public realm works (from CCC Local Transport Plan) 140,000

Public realm works (from THI Common Fund) 300,000

Capital works

Subtotal 3,944,376

Revenue support Salaries, overheads, consultants fees, publicity, leaflets,
training events etc (from THI Common Fund).

159,763

TOTAL 4,104,139
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Final Project Expenditure

The final expenditure to date is set out below. Spend is higher than originally forecast with higher spend by private owners
on building works and by Cornwall County Council on public realm works.

Activity Detail Contribution £s

Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 (from THI Common Fund) 2,155,458

Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 (Guinness Trust contribution) 368,001

Third party grant scheme (from THI Common Fund) 520,788

Third party grant scheme (actual owner contributions) 857,588

Public realm works (from CCC Local Transport Plan) 405,568

Capital works

Public realm works (from THI Common Fund) 288,648

Revenue support Salaries, overheads, consultants fees, publicity, leaflets,
training events etc (from THI Common Fund).

122,689

TOTAL 4,718,740
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Planned Project Income

Public funding was budgeted at £3,132,263, but with other contributions, the total value would exceed £4,000,000.

Cornwall County Council 125,000

English Heritage 300,000

European Regional Development Fund 969,763

Hayle Town Council 2,500

Heritage Lottery Fund 1,000,000

Penwith District Council 145,000

Public Funding

South West Regional Development Agency 450,000

Public Realm Cornwall County Council (Transportation) 140,000

Guinness Trust 480,376

Private Funding Private owners (estimate) 491,500

TOTAL 4,104,139
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Actual Project Income

The final project value was augmented by extra contributions from private owners, Penwith DC and Cornwall CC:

Cornwall County Council (corporate match funds) 125,000

English Heritage 300,000

European Regional Development Fund 969,763

Hayle Town Council 2,500

Heritage Lottery Fund 1,000,000

Penwith District Council (including second homes tax
contribution)

240,322

Public Funding

South West Regional Development Agency 450,000

Public Realm Cornwall County Council (Transportation) 405,568

Guinness Trust 368,001

Private Funding Private owners 857,586

TOTAL 4,718,740
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Planned Outputs

The project business plan prepared in 2003 proposed the following headline outputs. As the project was designed to meet
the requirements of the Heritage Lottery Fund’s Townscape Heritage Initiative and English Heritage Heritage Economic 
Regeneration Schemes, these are outputs of particular interest to those funders:

 22 buildings improved/enhanced of which 60% would be Listed Buildings, assumes 7 at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 and 
15 in the town with an average third party grant of £36,000 per building

9 buildings converted to new use (includes 5 conversions creating up to 13 business units at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2)
 1 alley/footpaths upgraded
 4 public realm sites upgraded
 10 vacant/part vacant premises re-occupied
20 SME’s directly assisted (with grant), approximately 40 provided with energy efficiency advice/repair guidelines (based 
on no. of SME’s ontarget list) (SME = small or medium sized enterprise)

 1 Conservation Area improved
 Significant contribution to Penwith Integrated Area Plan
 Town Trail leaflet
 3 Guidance leaflets regarding traditional shopfronts, alleys/paths, and building maintenance practices

 £491,500 direct private sector contribution (12% of overall project value)
 Professional and craft training opportunities relating to use of locally distinctive building techniques
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From this would flow further beneficial results and impacts. Results would be:

 1.5 direct permanent job created (Project officer plus admin support plus consultants)
20 buildings at/potentially at risk removed from at risk register including 8 at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2
 65 FTE direct temporary jobs created (construction sector) (figure assumes 40% of the Common Fund sum available for

construction works is spent on labour, then divided by average labour cost of £17,555 per FTE job in capital projects)
(Regional Trends, HMSO, 1999)

 Extensive positive local media coverage
 Active engagement of local community and property owners in regeneration process, building capacity and thereby

creating a more sustainable community.
 Further results such as gross direct jobs safeguarded, gross sales safeguarded and gross additional sales will be
calculated to support match funding applications and verify the THI’s contribution to raising Cornwall’s GDP

Impacts from the THI would be:
 Encouragement of further private and public sector investment in Hayle, attracting new business and strengthening

existing business
 Enhanced perception of Hayle as high quality, locally distinctive location by both visitors and local people, encouraging

longer dwell times and promoting sense of civic pride
 Physical regeneration works will significantly contribute to the ‘public product’ as part of the World Heritage Site
Promotion of awareness of the town’s heritage
 Enhancement of the marketing brand for Hayle

Target outputs, results and impacts were further detailed in Appendices 14, 15 and 16 to the Business Plan to meet ERDF
Objective One and SWRDA Tier 3 output requirements at that time. These outputs were calculated according to formulae
provided by those funders.  The target outputs were reiterated in the funders’ offer letters/ contracts.
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Evaluation and Lessons Learned

Overall Evaluation

The project substantially achieved its headline outputs. The heritage regeneration aspects have been particularly positive at
Harveys Foundry, where the award winning work at Foundry Farm was completed at the same time as Hayle’s inscription as 
part of the Cornish Mining World Heritage Site. Indeed, the substantial and ongoing commitment to the regeneration of
Harveys Foundry is believed to have been instrumental in securing the World Heritage Site inscription. The formerly derelict
farm complex was fully occupied soon after completion, and buildings scheduled for Phase 3 regeneration work have been
stabilised and secured.

The Regeneration Context in Hayle

Hayle Townscape coincided with renewed interest in the regeneration of Hayle Harbour following its acquisition by the
banking group ING and progress on the renewable energy Wave Hub project. The South West of England RDA is supporting
the Wave Hub project and is working closely with ING. There are development opportunities all around the harbour, but the
most obvious beneficial impact is likely to be on the Foundry end of the town where a large amount of land is available for
development. An outline planning permission is currently under consideration by Penwith District Council. As a result of
these factors, local private sector confidence has improved but has still to be fully realized. This is reflected in the relatively
modest scale of economic outputs achieved by the THI project. In this respect Hayle THI has differed from some other
recent comparable projects in Cornwall –for example Penryn, where the opening of the Combined Universities in Cornwall
Cornwall’s hub campus provided a particular lift and incentive for private sector investment.  Nevertheless several owners in
Hayle carried out additional works to grant aided buildings at their own expense and to some other target buildings without
grant aid.

At the east end of Hayle, a new edge of town retail park at the Loggans Mill junction on the A30 opened in summer 2007
(including Marks and Spencer’s 3rd store in Cornwall). This generally appears to have had a beneficial impact on
Copperhouse, where several target properties subsequently benefited from THI grants, notably the old Cinema, which has
provided both new business units and low cost private rented housing behind the restored facade.
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With the publication of the Hayle Area Community Strategic Plan 2005-25, community confidence has strengthened and
there are a range of local projects in development by the Hayle Area Partnership. These include projects that add value t the
THI, including tree planting at Foundry Square and plaques for historic buildings. A Lottery funded oral history project is also
now under way.

Project Income and Expenditure

The regeneration context of Hayle helps to explain how the project budget profile has varied from the original; in particular
(a) private commercial sector participation in and (b) its direct heritage match contribution to the third party grant scheme
has been lower than planned. It should also be noted that construction costs rose very fast during the THI period. There
have been fewer grants than anticipated (8 as opposed to 15) and their size has varied widely from £400 to £195,000. The
direct private sector contribution to eligible heritage works has averaged out at a rate of 36%, as opposed to the 48%
envisaged in the Action Plan. However total private sector leverage has been significant with the private sector contributing
62% (£857,588) of the overall final project spend on conservation and upgrading/conversion works.

At Harveys Foundry, overall costs were slightly higher than budgeted. Here the Guinness Trust contribution was reduced by
a third in line with Housing Corporation guidance as only 3 live-work units were provided (as opposed to the four originally
planned), and the shortfall was made up by Penwith District Council.

At nearly £700,000 the costs of public realm works at Foundry Square were significantly higher than the £440,000 original
estimate. This probably reflects the relative lack of engagement by Cornwall County Council (CCC)as the highway authority
during the early stages of project development. Fortunately CCC bore the additional costs and its contribution from the
transportation budget rose from a planned £140,000 to over £400,000. Alongside THI funds, Penwith District Council was
able to make use of £54,600 Liveability funds to carry out simultaneous public realm enhancements, mainly in Copperhouse.
All of the streetscape improvements were designed in close collaboration with the local community, with extensive support
from the highway authority. Over £150,000 of other Liveability funded schemes were also carried out.

Economic Outputs

The businesses that have been assisted under the project have not yet generally achieved the economic impact benchmarks
set out by GOSW in the Objective One Single Programming Document and national RDA guidance (which were used as a
basis for the project’s target employment and sales outputs). Whilst these benchmarks may be applicable in higher income
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areas, it is now generally accepted by GOSW that they were overly optimistic for Hayle (and also for the Penzance THI).
More precise measurement of expected net lettable areas at the project planning stage might have assisted more accurate
estimates of jobs and sales figures.  A request to GOSW to revise the project’s outputs profile was made by Penwith DC but 
never formally agreed to due to staff resource issues and transfers between GOSW and SWERDA. The lower than anticipated
directly attributable economic impacts for the scheme are also partly due to the usage of the buildings –the schemes
assisted under the third party grant scheme contain a higher proportion of community, charitable and residential floorspace
than the original project profile envisaged.

Nevertheless, it is apparent that the policy to create a cluster of creative industries –a key sector for growth in the Regional
Economic Strategy –has been successful at Foundry. Here, workspace at Whites Warehouse and the units at Foundry Farm
are occupied by a mixture of higher added value businesses e.g. graphic design and more traditional ‘arts and crafts’ users.  
Some of the latter businesses are not particularly stable and when combined with factors such as the economic downturn
and lack of footfall at Foundry Farm there is a relatively high degree of turnover (typically 2-3 tenants out of 13 during
2008). However, these vacant units are usually re-let within 3 months. There is, however, a longer-standing vacancy in the
live-work units managed by the Guinness Trust.

Lessons Learned

Timing of a THI style project is all important.  In general they are most successful when ‘piggy-backed’ onto a flagship 
project that acts as the catalyst for raising local business confidence in the context of a publicly adopted regeneration
strategy and action plan. THIs can help to accelerate the wider regeneration process. In this case Harveys Foundry had a
masterplan in place and the Foundry Farm project was a clearly distinguishable phase of this plan. This also provided an
impetus for other private sector led works at the Foundry end of town and was reinforced by the public realm works.
Harveys Foundry is managed by a local trust which has been supported extensively by Penwith DC with additional mentoring
from the Princes Regeneration Trust; there is strong local commitment to the project which demonstrates community
regeneration and local social capital benefits. Harveys Foundry Trust has now taken over Foundry Farm from Penwith
District Council and is fully in control of this site.

By contrast, the third party grant scheme in Copperhouse took longer to secure interest. The Liveability funded public realm
works helped to raise confidence. The interest of ING and SWERDA in Hayle Harbour has created a climate of expectation,
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tempered by the pessimism of some local people who have seen several previous attempts to regenerate the harbour fail.
However, ING enjoys more credibility than most previous owners and is working closely with both SWERDA and Penwith DC.

At Foundry Farm, the retail aspects of the craft workshops in the west stables have not yet been particularly successful due
to inconsistent opening hours coupled with a lack of footfall in the area: Harveys Foundry does not yet have a heritage
centre in place, is not yet a tourist destination in its own right, has no dedicated parking and has several derelict buildings
and vacant sites nearby. The immediately adjoining office units constructed as part of Phase 1 that are not footfall sensitive
meanwhile continue to thrive and there is waiting list for them. The marketing and operating approach to the Foundry Farm
business units may require some refreshment as it is not likely to be fully perceived as a successful retail location until Phase
3 regeneration is complete. Penwith DC has provided support from a Creative Business Adviser to help address these issues.

The Guinness Trust live work units in the east stables are proving harder to let (one is currently vacant). This may be due to
a mismatch between the eligibility criteria that Penwith Housing place on the living element of the unit and the relatively high
fixed costs (rent and rates) of the large workshop below. This also points to the need for a fresh approach to the occupancy
criteria.

A proposal to sample economic outputs has proved difficult to gain data for due to the reluctance of owners to disclose
confidential sales information; this may need to be made an explicit condition of grant aid in any future scheme. Meanwhile,
the Hayle Area Partnership will be working with local stakeholders and focus groups to test perceptions of the impacts of the
grant aided works.

Craft training opportunities were generally more successful as on the job training for apprentices rather than as one off
training or awareness events which suffered from lack of take up.
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Appendix: Detailed Outputs, Results and Impacts

Original Target Commentary
EDRF SPD
OUTPUTS
Number of
growth locations

1 (Hayle) Achieved

ERDF SPD
RESULTS
Gross Direct FTE
Jobs
Safeguarded

23 gross direct FTE jobs safeguarded

Survey work in Hayle town centre carried out by the
Chamber of Commerce during Summer 2003 indicates
average size of standard retail premises to be 162m2,
employing an average of 4 persons. 11 premises of
this size are expected to be upgraded. It is assumed
that 25% of these jobs would be safeguarded i.e. 11
jobs. The figure of 1 safeguarded job per premises is
in line with figures recently accepted by GOSW for the
Camelford (Heritage Economic Regeneration Scheme)
HERS where average premises size was 184m2 .

Larger premises averaging 500 m2 are also targeted
under the THI. It is assumed these employ an average
of 12 persons pro rata. 4 premises of this size are
expected to be upgraded. It is assumed that 25% of
these jobs would be safeguarded i.e. 12 jobs.
(The total figure of 15 premises to be upgraded is
derived from an assumed average third party grant of
£36,000 per building, based on similar schemes in
Cornwall. Available funds for grants = £532,500.
Therefore 532,500/36,000 = 15 town centre premises

31 gross direct FTE jobs safeguarded.

This figure is an actual number provided by beneficiaries
and verified by project staff. It includes 10 jobs at
White’s Warehouse and 15 jobs transferred to Harveys 
Foundry from elsewhere.

Other jobs have been safeguarded at the Old Cinema,
Fresh Café, and the Passmore Edwards Institute.

The equivalent formula calculation based on actual
floorspace upgraded would give a figure of 14.9.
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Original Target Commentary
tackled.)

Gross Direct FTE
Jobs Created

176.7 gross direct FTE jobs created
This figure comprised:

1.5 direct permanent job created (Project officer plus
admin support plus consultants)

25.2 FTE job opportunities created by restoration of
derelict buildings to create new small business
workspace at Harveys Foundry. Assumes total
workspace created 806 m2 as below. GOSW guidance is
that 1 job is created per 32m2 workspace. Therefore:
806/32 = 25.2.
West Stables, Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2:300.5m2

East Stables, Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2: 329.5m2

Fire Engine House, Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2: 18m2

Lean to shed, Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2: 110 m2

Farmyard & exhibition area: 48m2

150 FTE job opportunities created by improving town
centre commercial buildings. GOSW guidance
indicates 1 retail job can be expected per 20 m2 of
town centre floorspace. Project assumes 11 premises
averaging 162m2 are to be upgraded, plus 4 premises
averaging 500 m2. 11 @ 162 m2 = 1,458m2, plus 4 @
500m2 = 2,000m2 giving a total 3,458 m2. 3,458/20
= 173. 173 - 23 already employed = 150 job
opportunities created.

In addition, 65* FTE direct temporary jobs would be

24.5 gross direct FTE jobs created.
This figure is an actual number provided by beneficiaries
and verified by project staff. Details are given below:

2.5 project staff jobs were created.

5.5 FTE jobs created (note that actual net lettable
floorspace created at Harvey’s is 507.64 sq m which is
less than original estimate which was based on gross
figure). Most of these jobs are in creative sector which is
priority for Cornwall, and helping to meet the aspiration to
develop a creative cluster in Hayle. Some of these
businesses are operating in overseas markets.

16.5 FTE jobs created (verified figure but some
beneficiaries have not reported so the real figure is
higher).

The equivalent formula calculation based on actual
floorpspace improved would give a figure of 97.77.

61.64 FTE direct temporary jobs were actually created in
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Original Target Commentary
created in the construction sector. (Figure assumes
40% of the Common Fund sum available for
construction works is spent on labour, then divided by
average labour cost of £17,555 per FTE job in capital
projects) (Regional Trends, HMSO, 1999)
*Not included in the total of 176.7 above or in
calculations re sales below.

the construction sector.
The equivalent formula calculation would give a figure of
85.92. The lower actual figure is accounted for by the
increase in wage rates since 1999.

Gross Sales
Safeguarded

£1,656,000 gross sales safeguarded.

GOSW guidance for measure 2.2 indicates that each
£25,000 of grant is expected to safeguard gross sales
of £72,000 per safeguarded job. (£172,800/2.4=
£72,000)
This project will provide 23 gross jobs safeguarded and
therefore £1,656,000 gross sales safeguarded.
(£72,000 x 23)

£647,040 verifiable sales safeguarded

Several owners were reluctant to disclose information so
this figure is much lower than the reality.

The equivalent formula calculation would give a figure of
£950,373 for commercial premises tackled under the
scheme.

Gross Additional
Sales

£19,083,600 gross additional sales

GOSW guidance for measure 2.2 indicates that each
£25,000 of grant is expected to generate £108,000
gross additional sales per job created. (£259,200/2.4=
£108,000)
This project will provide 176.7 direct FTE jobs and
therefore £19,083,600 gross additional sales (£108,000
x 176.7)
These calculations are derived from a survey of
businesses that will be targeted by the scheme and do
not take into account any anticipated general increase
in sales within the town that will be created by wider

£587,000 verifiable gross additional sales

Several owners were reluctant to disclose information so
this figure is again much lower than the reality.

Sampling of 3 new micro businesses employing 1-3
persons at Harveys Foundry indicated that average sales
for 2007-8 were estimated at £17,500 per business. The
more successful niche businesses planned for continuing
growth of 25-50% per annum over the next 5 years.
Given the recent economic downturn, however, it can be
expected that this projection will have to be adjusted
downwards.

These indicative figures are much lower than the
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Original Target Commentary
regeneration activity and monitored by Hayle Chamber
of Commerce.

equivalent formula calculation of £10,559,160. However
GOSW (meeting of 27 Sep 2006) indicated that targeted
buildings that have been improved independently by
owners without grant aid could be used to contribute to
output figures too.

ERDF SPD
IMPACTS
Net Additional
Jobs
Safeguarded

6.8 net additional jobs safeguarded

Guidance in the programme complement assumes 0.3
deadweight, 0.5 displacement and a multiplier of 1.2.
The figure of 6.8 is calculated using the same
methodology but assumes a multiplier of 1.4. i.e. 23 x
.7 x.3 x 1.4 = 6.8
The multiplier figure of 1.4 is derived from calculation
of Supply Chain and Income linkages in relation to
safeguarded sales income, used in the nearby Redruth
HERS project.
It was estimated that 90% of safeguarded sales income
would be spent on goods, services and wages (10%
being reserves or profit not distributed into the
economy).
This 90% would then be channelled through the Supply
Chain and Income routes 50:50.
A recent survey of micro businesses in nearby South
Kerrier (May 2002) estimated that 60% of business’ 
supply purchases are made locally, i.e. 60p of every £1
spent by these businesses remains in the local
economy.
The survey also reported that 83% of businesses

3.92 net additional jobs safeguarded

(calculated from gross jobs safeguarded figure above,
applying multipliers as indicated)
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Original Target Commentary
identified were local firms; 60p x 83% gives a multiplier
of nearly 1.5 for Supply Chain linkages.
To establish a multiplier for Income linkages it is
assumed that of the 50% of safeguarded sales income
spent on wages, 40% will be spent in the local
economy, the remainder would be spent with national
firms (mortgages, shops, etc). This results in a
multiplier of 1.4 for Income linkages

Net Additional
Jobs Created

86.6 net additional jobs created

The same methodology was used as above i.e. 176.7 x
.7 x .5 x 1.4 = 86.6

48.21 net additional jobs created

(calculated from gross jobs created figure above, applying
multipliers as indicated)

Net Additional
GDP safeguarded

£156,400

(6.8 x £23,000), as in programme complement

£90,082

(calculated from net jobs safeguarded figure above,
applying multiplier as indicated)

Net Additional
GDP created

£1,991,800

(86.6 x £23,000), as in programme complement

£1,108,841

(calculated from net additional jobs created figure above,
applying multiplier as indicated)

ERDF NON-SPD
OUTCOMES

22 buildings improved/enhanced of which 60% would
be Listed Buildings, assumes 7 at Harvey’s Foundry 
Phase 2 and 15 in the town with an average third party
grant of £36,000 per building, based on similar
schemes in Cornwall (532,500/36,000 = 15)

14 completed, of which 7 (50%) are listed buildings
comprising 6 at Harveys Foundry Phase 2 and 8 others in
the town

9 buildings converted to new use (includes 5
conversions creating up to 13 business units at
Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2)

7 buildings completed, creating 16 business units at
Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2, plus 1 additional business unit 
at White’s Warehouse, 1 new business unit at Old 
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Brewery and 3 refurbished units at the Old Cinema

1 alley/footpath will be upgraded in order to improve
access to THI areas/properties. This is based on a
physical assessment of access requirements

Undertaken outside THI project using Liveability funds

4 public realm sites upgraded 2 public realm sites upgraded (Foundry Lane and Foundry
Square), 2 others upgraded in Copperhouse using
Liveability funds

10 vacant/part vacant premises re-occupied 7 completed (4 at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2, plus White’s 
Warehouse, Old Brewery and Old Cinema)

20 SME’s directly assisted (with grant), approximately 
40 provided with energy efficiency advice/repair
guidelines (based on no. of SME’s on target list) (SME 
= small or medium sized enterprise)

26 SME’s assisted with grant (assumes 16 at Harvey’s 
Foundry Phase 2, plus businesses at Biggleston’s, White’s 
Warehouse, Fresh, Old Brewery and Old Cinema)

Craft workers at Foundry Farm have received business
advice from Penwith Creative Business Adviser

Other SME’s assisted include those using improved
facilities at Passmore Edwards Institute and 3 tenants at
Old Cinema

Energy and repairs guidance distributed to 30 SME’s
1 Conservation Area improved (Hayle Town Centre) Achieved
Significant contribution to IAP. Through the creation of
outputs listed for the THI there will be a significant
contribution to furthering the aims of Penwith IAP. The
project has been developed with a high level of
involvement from Penwith IAP partners and will
contribute to its outputs.

Achieved

Town Trail leaflet. The Hayle Town Trail Leaflet will
require updating following the successful
implementation of the public realm and property

Completed, plaque scheme to follow (see
www.hayleareaplan.org.uk)
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improvements proposed in the THI. The Project
Manager will work in partnership with other agencies in
the town to secure an updated leaflet that includes
many of the THI target buildings and an overall
description of the scheme that includes reference to
funding partners.
3 Guidance leaflets regarding traditional shopfronts,
alleys/paths, and building maintenance practices

Shopfronts guide completed in house. SPAB/IHBC
building maintenance practices booklet have been bought
in and made available. Public realm guidance available
via CCC as highway authority. Planned Green travel link
from railway station to Hayle harbour will provide an
exemplar following style of public realm improvements
carried out under THI

£491,500 direct private sector contribution (12% of
overall project value). This will be received from third-
party grant applicants as match funding to the THI
project. It means an average contribution of 48%

£857,588 direct contribution from private owners to third
party grant scheme (average 62%)

Professional and craft training opportunities relating to
use of locally distinctive building techniques. Detail to
be provided. Includes reference to Constructive
Cornwall and open days arranged by Project Officer

12 FTE apprentices employed for Harvey’s Foundry Phase 
2 contract
Planned lime awareness day was abandoned due to lack
of take up

20 buildings at/potentially at risk removed from at risk
register including 8 at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2. A 
management agreement will be entered into in order to
ensure that assisted properties are maintained in good
order and do not re-appear on the Buildings At Risk
Register

14  (6 buildings secured at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 plus 
White’s Warehouse, Biggleston’s, 17, 18 Chapel Terrace, 
8 Chapel Terrace, Old Brewery, Old Cinema, Fresh and
Passmore Edwards Institute)
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ERDF CROSSING
CUTTING
THEMES EQUAL
OPPORTUNITIES
Remove barriers
to women in or
seeking
employment

4 public realm sites to be developed formally using
Penwith DC’s Equal Opportunities and public safety 
considerations

2 complete (Foundry Lane and Foundry Square)
2 further schemes in Copperhouse were completed with
Liveability funding

2 fairs and workshops to be arranged to encourage
women’s access to planning, architecture and 
construction trades.

Fairs not undertaken but THI Project Director, THI
temporary Project Officer and Harveys Foundry Trust
Development Officer are all women.

Increase
awareness of
equal
opportunities
issues

1 Project Officer appointed using Penwith District
Council’s Equal Opportunities policy

Achieved

22 grants approved by Penwith District Council ensuring
applicants adhere to equal opportunities policy in line
with HLF guidance.

8 third party grants, plus 1 large direct development at
Harvey’s Foundry and 2 public realm projects

24 businesses (9 grant recipients, 15 new business
start-ups) offered equal opportunities policy guidance.

Harvey’s Foundry Trust and 15 tenants have received 
guidance.  All participating SME’s were offered guidance.

Remove barriers
to people with
disabilities in or
seeking
employment

Work carried out on up to 18 buildings (9 converted to
new use and 9 enhanced existing properties –although
the latter could number as many as 22) will adhere to
and where possible exceed Disability Discrimination Act
legislation (including October 2004 amendments).

9 buildings completed. (4 at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 
plus White’s Warehouse and Biggleston’s, Old Brewery, 
Old Cinema and Fresh) Disabled facilities planned in next
phase of work at Passmore Edwards Institute as condition
of grant.

1 alley/footpath upgraded sensitive to the needs of
people with disabilities.

Carried out using Liveability funding

1 town trail leaflet able to be produced in large print,
braille or in audio.

Leaflet completed, special needs versions can be
produced if required.
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ERDF CROSSING
CUTTING
THEMES
ENVIRONMENT
Safeguarding the
historic
environment

22 buildings improved/enhanced of which 13 (60%) will
be Listed Buildings

14 completed, of which 7 (50%) are listed buildings
comprising 6 at Harveys Foundry Phase 2 and 8 others in
the town.

Enhancing the
built
environment

1 alley/footpath upgraded

4 public realm sites upgraded

Completed using Liveability funds

2 sites upgraded (Foundry Lane and Foundry Square)
Re-use of
redundant
buildings

9 buildings (comprising at least 2,355m (gross, not net)
of redundant space) converted to new use.

9 buildings completed totalling 1,554 sq.m. (net lettable,
form estate agents details) space figure).

Energy
conservation &
efficiency

22 buildings improved/enhanced and upgraded for
energy efficiency

14 completed, comprising 6 at Harveys Foundry Phase 2
and 8 others in the town.
Green Apple award for Foundry Farm

40 SMEs given energy efficiency advice by Cornwall
Energy Efficiency Advice Centre (EEAC).

Leaflets have been circulated to 30 SMEs

Improved access
to the
environment

1 Town Trail leaflet produced

3 Guidance leaflets produced regarding traditional
shopfronts, alleys/paths and building maintenance
practices

30 construction workers provided with professional and
craft training opportunities relating to use of locally
distinctive building techniques.

Completed

Shopfronts completed in house. SPAB/IHBC building
maintenance practices booklet bought in and made
available. Public realm guidance available via CCC as
highway authority. Planned Green travel link from railway
station to Hayle harbour will provide an exemplar
following tone of public realm improvements carried out
under THI

12 FTE apprentices employed for Harvey’s Foundry Phase 
2 contract
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ERDF CROSSING
CUTTING
THEMES ICT
Increase the
number of
people receiving
information
through ICT
applications

Information disseminated via ICT on grant applications
to 22 local businesses

Website established

Increase the use
of electronic and
telematic
services for the
delivery and
management of
projects.

1 Project Officer appointed using ICT equipment for
delivery purposes.

Target met

OTHER ERDF
OUTCOMES

Extensive positive local media coverage Evidence from website and local media, especially in
relation to Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2.Boosted by:
World Heritage Site inscription
Planning process for Hayle Harbour led by ING
Wave Hub - active support from SWERDA.
Civic Trust commendation and Gold Award in the Green
Apple award for Foundry Farm in 2007.
Open Day at Foundry Farm 2007
Closing exhibition Dec 2008

Active engagement of local community and property
owners in regeneration process, building capacity and
thereby creating a more sustainable community

Hayle MCTI planning process has been well supported and
continues to be active. Liveability footpath improvements
around Copperhouse designed in conjunction with MCTI
groups
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Harvey’s Foundry Trust now fully constituted as a charity 
and company. The Trust is flourishing and now is actively
pursuing Phase 3 plans

Hayle Area Partnership formed (www.haylearea
plan.org.uk)

Enhanced perception of Hayle as high quality, locally
distinctive location by both visitors and local people,
encouraging longer dwell times and promoting sense of
civic pride

Hayle continues as a focus for camping and caravan
based tourism which has experienced growth during the
project lifetime. This sector is relatively well-placed in
terms of resilience to the current economic downturn.
The TIC has been relocated to a more central location at
the Library within an improved context (using Liveability
funds)

Physical regeneration works will significantly contribute
to the ‘public product’ as part of the World Heritage Site

Significant visible improvements are apparent

Promotion of awareness of the town’s heritage Boosted by World Heritage Site inscription.
Harveys Foundry Trust is working closely with the World
Heritage Site team and Phase 3 aims to provide an area
heritage and education centre for the World Heritage Site.
A local archive has been established in the restored
Brewery Office.

Enhancement of the marketing brand for Hayle A new brand has been launched for Hayle through the
associated work of the Community Strategic Plan (Hayle
Area Partnership).
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SWRDA TIER 3
CORE OUTPUTS
Employment
Opportunities

127.15 FTE jobs created or safeguarded (gross)
This figure is calculated by using RDA guidance that
indicates general anticipated new job creation at 4 FTE
jobs per 1000 ft2 (1 job per 23.36m2).

55.5 FTE jobs created or safeguarded (gross) (from
ERDF results figures above)

Whilst the application to SWRDA specified 199.7 gross
jobs safeguarded or created, the SWRDA target as set out
in its offer letter of 4 August 2004 and subsequent
monitoring agreement of 29 March 2005 was arrived at
by an apportionment formula agreed with GOSW in
relation to the Objective One outputs.

Ha of brownfield
land
remediated/
recycled

0.317 ha brownfield land remediated/ recycled
(gross)

.4566 ha improved
This figure relates to Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 (0.14ha)
and Foundry Square improved public realm 3,166 sq m.

Private Sector
Investment
benefiting
deprived wards

Yes

Estimated £491,500 direct private sector contribution
(12% of overall project value)

£857,588 private sector contribution achieved (18% of
overall project value)

SWRDA TIER 3
SW
SUPPLEMENTARY
OUTPUTS
No of New
Housing Units
Supported

4 housing units supported

(Registered Social Landlords/Local Authorities only)

3 live work units completed by Guinness Trust

Square metres of
of workspace
created

2026 sq metres created
This figure was set by SWRDA and relates to Harvey’s 
Foundry

507.64 sq m (net figure for Harveys Foundry) of total
1,554 sq.m. new lettable floorspace in the town
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SWRDA
ACTIVITY
SPECIFIC
OUTPUTS
Buildings/part
buildings
converted to
new uses

9 buildings converted to new use

Assumed 4 in town plus 5 conversions creating up to 13
business units at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2

7

4 at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 creating 16 business units, 
3 others creating 2 new and 3 refurbished business units
and 6 flats

Buildings
refurbished

22 buildings improved/enhanced

Assumed 7 at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 and 15 in the 
town with an average third party grant of £36,000 per
building, based on similar schemes in Cornwall
(532,500/36,000 = 15)

14

6 at Harveys Foundry Phase 2 and 8 others in the town.

Upgraded public
realm sites

4 sites upgraded

Assumed works at Foundry Square, Foundry Lane,
Memorial Square and Market Place (Copperhouse)

2 sites upgraded (Foundry Lane and Foundry Square)

Additional upgrading was undertaken at Fore Street
Copperhouse - another target location - using Liveability
funds.

Reduced scheme at Copperhouse Market Place to former
cinema forecourt due to budget constraints and highway
design issues.
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HERITAGE
LOTTERY FUND
(HLF) AND
ENGLISH
HERITAGE (EH)
OUTPUTS
Conservation
Spend

Total money to be spent on conservation
£4,104,139

HLF grant spend £1,000,000 (24%) as component
of total above

EH grant spend £300,000 (7%) as component of
total above

Estimate of total investment in conservation in THI area
over last 5 years

£ 4,718,740 spend in total

Actual HLF spend was 21%

Actual spend was 6% of total project value

Additional investment includes £213,000 Liveability
funding, £92,000 SWERDA funds for stabilisation of
Foundry Barn, and feasibility studies for the regeneration
of Hayle Harbour funded by SWERDA and ING. Other
owners have also carried out conservation work at their
own expense without grant aid.

Grant take up Number of buildings/projects eligible for grants at
beginning of project:

8 buildings/structures at Harvey’s Foundry 
Phase 2
19 buildings in Foundry Square area
12 buildings in Penpol Terrace area
14 buildings in Copperhouse area
1 building in Hayle Terrace area
5 public realm sites

8 buildings/areas at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 assisted 
through THI
4 assisted
2 assisted
2 assisted
1 assisted
2 complete with THI grant, 2 with Liveability funds and
one (reduced scale) by private sector
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It was estimated that only around 56% of the 46
targeted buildings in third party ownership (i.e.
excluding Harveys Foundry) were likely to proceed with
THI grant. (See Stage 2 Action Plan paragraph 4.8.2 p.
51) Based on the available budget it was calculated that
15 town centre premises would be upgraded assuming
on an average grant of £36,000 each in the Action Plan.

Number of grants awarded

Following the commencement of the project the target list
was subsequently extended by 10 further properties –9
in Copperhouse and 1 in Penpol Terrace, bringing the
total number of eligible buildings in third party ownership
up to 56. However, this was not accompanied by any
budget increase.

8 third party building grants awarded ranging from £400
to £195,000

Building Repairs
and Re-use

Number of buildings to be brought back into use

Number of buildings already in use to be repaired

7 (4 at Harvey’s Foundry Phase 2 plus White’s warehouse, 
Old Brewery and Old Cinema)

6
Floor Space Estimate of unused floor space in THI area at start of

project (sq metres)

Amount brought back into use

Was not estimated but 29 buildings were considered to be
at risk in the town, of which 12 were vacant or part
vacant. Approximately 75% of these are back in use.

4 derelict buildings at Harveys Foundry have been
brought back into use.

In total 1,554 sq.m. workspace and 150 square m
residential has been brought back into use using THI
grant

Jobs Jobs created as a direct consequence of the project i.e.
new businesses started up in restored properties

22 (from ERDF results figures above)
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Other Other initiatives prompted by THI Complementary use of Liveability Funds

Progression of Harveys Foundry Phase 3 now at RIBA
stage B
Contribution to Hayle Area Partnership aspirations

Other consequences linked to the project Positive PR
Enhancement of WHS public product






